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Ripasso delle più importanti strutture linguistiche studiate nell’ anno precedenti.
Dal libro di testo NEW HORIZONS (ed. O.U.P.) sono state riprese e/o svolte le unit da 8 a 16 (vol. 1), e 
da 1 a 2 (vol. 2) ed in particolare i seguenti argomenti:

Grammar
• (The) one/ones Which one / ones
• Comparatives (majority, minority, equality) 

regular and irregular
• Compounds of some, any, no.
• Countable and uncountable nouns (rev.)
• Do/does/did with question words (rev.)
• Frequency adverbs (rev.)
• Future tenses: to be going to, present 

continuous, will
• How long?, how far? how much?, how many?.
• Imperative
• Infinitive of purpose (rev.)
• Interrogative form (rev.)
• Just, already, yet + present perfect
• Like + gerund contrasted with would like + 

infinitive with to
• Like + object, + -ing form (+ love, hate, 

don’t mind)
• Linkers: first, then, after that, finally.
• Make/do
• Modal verbs: can, could, may, be able to 

(permission, possibility, ability), might 
(future possibility), must, have to 

• Modifiers (a few, a little, a lot, lots of, very, a 
bit, quite, very much, at all.)

• Numbers (ordinal)
• Obligation and rules
• Past Simple tense of irregular verbs.
• Past Simple tense of regular verbs (rev.)
• Personal pronouns subject and object 

(revision)
• Possessive case (genitive with ‘s) (rev.)

• Preposition of place and movement (rev.)
• Prepositional and phrasal verbs
• Prepositions of place: in, on, at, under, in 

front of, behind, above, next to, near, 
opposite, between… (rev.)

• Present continuous tense for future
• Present perfect simple tense
• Present perfect simple tense vs. simple past
• Present Simple vs. Present continuous tenses 

(rev.)
• Quantities: no, none, plenty of
• Question words (revision)
• Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns
• Sentence structure
• Shall I/we…?
• Short answers (rev.)
• So have I/ So do I....
• Some, any, no compounds
• Subject/object questions:Who? What?
• Superlatives regular and irregular
• The phonetic symbols (revision)
• There is, there are (revision)
• Too, too much, too many;
• Unless, until
• What… like? What… look like? How…?
• What about/How about...+ing
• Whose? And possessive pronouns
• Word order
• Would you like… + object, + infinito
• Would prefer to, would rather
• Yet, still, already 

Topics and functions
• Agreement and disagreement (expressing)
• Clothes, materials, patterns
• Comparing dimensions and quantities
• Daily routine (talking about)
• Describing people (physical, clothes, 

personality)
• Environmental issues
• Events and background actions 
• Facts, legends and superstitions
• Horoscopes 
• Household jobs (do the -in)
• Identifying people (ask for identification)
• Identifying things and people
• Instructions and suggestions
• Invitations and replies
• Jobs and professions 
• Likes and dislikes (expressing)
• Locate places.
• Measurements (giving and asking for)
• Offering to do something
• Offering, accepting and refusing food and 

drinks
• Orders, prohibitions, instructions
• Past events (ask and talk about)
• Permission and requests with may
• Personal information (asking and giving)
• Personal opinions (expressing)
• Plans and arrangements (ask and talk)
• Plans and on-the-spot decisions
• Polite requests with could 
• Possessions (ask and talk about) 
• Punctuation
• Questions about a reading passage (ask and 

answer)
• Recent activities
• Rules (talking about)
• Shops and houses
• Spell names
• Suggestions (making, asking for and 

responding to)
• The date
• Wildlife experiences
• Word formation
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THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

THE ORIGINS

First inhabitants in Britain: the Iberians, the Celts.
The Roman Invasion.
The Angles, the Saxons, The Jutes.
History of the English language: Old English, Middle English, Modern English.
The Vikings.
The Norman Invasion.
The Feudal System.
Feudal organization of society: barons, vassals, knights.
The “Domesday Book”.
The ideal of chivalry.
The Plantagenet-Anjou dynasty.
The Common Law.
The Constitutions of Clarendon.
Thomas à Becket.
Richard I the Lionhearted.
John Lackland and Magna Charta.
Henry III.
Simon of Monfort.
Edward I and the Model Parliament.
Edward III. 
The Hundred Years' War.
The Black Death.
The Peasants' Revolt.
John Wycliffe and Lollardy.
The trade guilds.
The Houses of Lancaster and York.
The War of the Roses.

THE LITERARY BACKGROUND

POETRY AS A LITERARY GENRE: features of a poetic text.
Anglo-Saxon Poetry.
“Beowulf”: plot, characters and main themes
Medieval Poetry.
Geoffrey Chaucer: his life and works.
“The Canterbury Tales”: plot, characters and main themes.

Ripasso della più importanti strutture linguistiche studiate negli anni precedenti.
Dal libro di testo NEW HORIZONS vol. 2 (ed. O.U.P.) sono state selezionate alcune unit con 
particolare riferimento ai seguenti argomenti
Future tenses
Past tenses
Present Perfect tense
Past Perfect tense
Relative pronouns
1st and 2nd Conditional
Reported speech
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THE TUDORS
The English Renaissance.
The Protestant Reformation and the Breach with Rome.
Edward VI
Mary I (Bloody Mary)
Elizabeth I and her reign. 
THE STUARTS
James I.
The Gunpowder Plot, Guy Fawkes, the Pilgrim Fathers and the Mayflower.
Charles I.
Short and Long Parliament, the Petition of Rights.
The Puritans, the closing of theatres.
The Civil War, Oliver Cromwell , the Commonwealth.
The Restoration of the Monarchy: Charles II, James II. 
The Glorious Revolution.
William of Orange and Queen Mary.
Queen Anne.
THE AUGUSTAN AGE
Reason and common sense. The age of individualism and refinement.
The first Hanoverians: George I.
Whigs and Tories.
The first Prime Minister.
The Jacobite Rebellions.
George II.
English society in the 18th century: journalism, coffee-houses, growing of the middle classes, new rules 
of behaviour.

THE LITERARY BACKGROUND
The English Sonnet: T. Wyatt, E. Spenser
Elizabethan Theatre.
William Shakespeare: his life and works.
The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth: plot, characters and main themes.
The Sonnets
Literature in the Puritan Age: general overwiew
The rise of the novel.
Daniel Defoe: his life and works.
Robinson Crusoe”: plot, characters and main themes.
Jonathan Swift: his life and works.
Gulliver's Travels: plot, characters and main themes.

TEXTS
The English sonnet
“I find no Peace”
“One Day I Wrote her Name”
William Shakespeare.
From Macbeth: “Duncan's Murder”
From Romeo and Juliet: “The Balcony Scene”
From The Merchant of Venice: “The Bond”
From The Sonnets: “Shall I compare thee” (Sonnet 18) 
                              “Like as the waves” (Sonnet 60)
                              “My mistress eyes” (Sonnet 130)
Daniel Defoe.
From Robinson Crusoe: “Man Friday's description” pagg. 118-119 in the text book
Jonathan Swift.
From Gulliver's Travels”: pagg. 124-125 in the text book
 
Di tutti i testi è stata fatta la  lettura, la traduzione e l’ analisi guidata del testo.

Revisione di alcune tra le principali strutture linguistiche studiate negli anni precedenti. 
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